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IPv4 availability at registries

Source: ipv4.potaroo.net
RIRs have their own policies

- ARIN (American Registry for Internet Numbers): Needs based, no restrictions
- RIPE NCC (RIPE NETWORK COORDINATION CENTRE): Not Needs based, restrictions apply
- AFRINIC (The Internet Numbers Registry for Africa): Needs based, restrictions apply
- LACNIC: Needs based, restrictions apply
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Some don’t reach the requirement evaluation stage

- Fraudulent
- Rejected
- Voluntary
- Duplicates
- Invalid Information
- No response
While some requests are not justified

- Fraudulent
- No proof of needs
- Slow Start
- No presence in AP
- Not operational
Needs that are NOT recognized

- Immediate needs which cannot be demonstrated
- To be used completely outside AP region
- Needs of a third party
- Same legal entity with a different business need
What do we check?

• **Is the entity legally registered?**
  - Certificate of incorporation
  - Sole proprietor
  - Government departments
  - Etc

• **Are they already members of APNIC or an NIR?**

• **Applicant is authorised to apply on behalf of the entity?**
  - Photo ID
  - Authorization letter or evidence of ownership

• **Can they demonstrate their business operations?**
  - Website/Corporate profile
  - Bank statements/utility bills
  - Upstream service agreements/Licenses
  - Invoices / Customer payment receipts
Things that raise red flags

- Due diligence
- Same organization name
- No domain or website
- No bank statements or utility bills
- Same website
- Same owner
- Accounts closed after transfers
New Member on boarding

- Welcome e-mail and MyAPNIC access instructions
- Event information
- IRM guides
- Training Info
- Conferences
Member benefits

Be in control
Greater flexibility and reliability with your own IP addresses

Be informed
Educational opportunities with leading technical experts

Be involved
Connect with industry colleagues and share best practices

- MyAPNIC guides
- Learn about MyAPNIC’s features
- New Member FAQ
- Using WHOIS
- RPKI
- ROA
- IPv4 and ASN transfers
- IPv4 pre-approval

- APNIC Training
- Training video library
- Training events calendar
- APNIC Academy
- APNIC Blog

- APNIC Conferences
- APRICOT
- Fellowship
- APNIC Policies
- Mailing lists
- Vietnam

Two free training registrations

Four conference registrations every year

apnic.net/new-member-centre/
Keeping registry data accurate

- Annual review reminder
- Single page where all updates can be performed
- Progress indicator

*Planned to be released before APNIC46, September*
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